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(57) Abstract

An Internet access system and method includes active

link status indicators that give a user control over when a

document is loaded into a cache. The system and me:hod
notifies a user of the presence or absence of a document
in the cache by changing the visual characteristics of an
associated link status indicator. If a user selects a link status

indicator with a mouse or other input device, the system
and method will fetch the document corresponding to the
associated Internet link and place the document in the cache
without displaying the document to the user. The system and
method of this invention allow a user to fetch a document
tnd store it in the cache while the user is viewing another
document. The link status indicators include icons that are

displayed adjacent to the associated Internet link.
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INTEr-NIT ACCESS SYSTEM AND METHOD
WITH ACTIVE LINK STATUS INDICATORS

CROSS R£rER£NCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

This application is related to crier provisional

application Serial No. 60/013964, filed on- June 1
, 1996.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1 . Field of Invention

This invention relates to systems for accessing the

Internet. More specifically/ this invention is directed to an

Internet access system and method with active link status

indicators

.

2 . Description of Related .Art

Most distributive information networks, such as the

Internet, utiiice local caches to reduce the system response

tine . At. Internet access system, such as a World Wide Web

browser, generally has access to a local cache. When a user

selects a Web link to request a document, the Web browser

first determines if the re-quested document is present in the

local cache. If the requested document is present m the

local cache, the Web browser simply displays the copy of the

document m the cache. If the requested document is not

present m the local cache, the Web browser fetches the

document from the Web, places the document m the local cache

and displays the document to the user.

A cache may be shared by many users of the Web, or it

may only be accessible to a single user. When the cache is

shared by many users, a document that has been fetched by one

user may be fetched from the cache in response to subsequent

requests by other users. Therefore, when the cache is shared

by a large numcer of users, most popular Web documents will

already be cached when any given user requests the document.

This reduces the amount of network traffic and also reduces

the length of time that a user must wait for the document.
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T - standard Web browsers, the browser does not

indicate to the user whether a document is present in the

cache. Furthermore, the user has no control over placing a

document into the cache. The only indication that a user has

that a document has been cached is that a second fetch of the

document is generally much faster than the first fetch.

Efforts have been made to reduce the transparency of

the cache and to give the user more control over the cache.

An Internet access system for portable computers, disclosed in

Schilit et ai., "TeleWeb: Loosely Connected Access to the

Worldwide Web," 5" International World Wide Web Conference,

Paris, France, May 6-10, 1995, indicates Internet links to

:t cached in the portable computer with an

-w., s a user can defer attempts to fetch those

15

documents -hac are

docLnts""uniil the portable computer is connected to the

Internet

.

rhe 1Cons m the Schilit system tell the user tnat a

document is not in the cache. However, the icons are not

ac^ve and thus do not help the user load a cccumer.t into the

20 cache. Soecif icaliy, the Schilit system :es not provide a

onanism "for loading documents into the .=he other than by

fe._ n . rg 3-d displaying the documents m t :
usual ,=shi^.

^cidberg et al., "How to Program Networked Portable

Computers/' IEEE #0-8186-4000, June 1992, pages =0-88.

-isc^ses an X-Wmdow mail application that greys out the

renus and buttons representing documents that are not m the

local -«r... When a user selects a document represented by a

^ayed-out .enu or button, the system loads the document into

the local cache.

A o-oblen with the Goldberg system is that -he

technique of graying out the names of document links is not

apor—<*« bowsers. One reason for this is that Web

brow;::;^ use the display characteristics of Internet

iir.k names tz represent ut.»e

25

30
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a user selects the name of a link, the link name changes color

to indicate that it has been selected.

Another reason that the Goldberg system is not

appropriate for Web browsers is that Internet links are being
increasingly represented by graphical elements, i.e.,

pictures. Because of the variability of graphical elements,

it is difficult to provide a standardized method of modifying

their display characteristics.

In addition, the Goldberg system immediately displays

the cccument that is loaded into the cache. Thus, the

Goldberg system does not allow a user to view one document

while another document is loaded into the cache.

SUMMARY 0" THE INVENT ICM

This invention provides a system and method for

accessing, data from a distributive information network, such

as the Internet. The system and method of this invention

provide active link status indicators with visual

characteristics that convey information about associated

documents that are available for retrieval frcm the

information network. In addition, the active link status

indicators give a user control over when a document is retched

from the information network and stored in the cache. The

system and method of this invention is particularly applicable

to World Wide Web browsers.

The system and method of this invention display link

status indicators that are associated with corresponding

Internet links. The visual characteristics of the displayed

link status indicator indicates whether or not the document

represented by the Internet link is stored m the cache. If a

user selects a link status indicator (e.g., by "clicking" on

the indicator with a mouse), the system and method will fetch

the document associated with the corresponding Internet link

and store it in the cache without displaying the document to

the user. Therefore, the system anc method of this invention
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allow a user to fetch a document and store it in tee cache

while the user is viewing another document.

in a preferred embodiment, the link status indicators

comprise icons that are displayed adjacent to their

corresponding Internet link. The color and/or shape of the

icon is used tc indicate the presence or absence of the

document in the cache.
_

^H* r-ninr aid/or shaoe cr tne
In another eniDoaiment, the color aaa/u.

icon is used to indicate whether the latest version of a

document is stored in the cache, thereby helping a user decide

whether to fetch the document.
,_,.~ator

in a further embodiment, an additional .ink i..-uator

15

20

30

e

..«.^,r.gn r»gardina the amount of time

s used to convey ...-o.-at-^n .-g*-

*

„,„ ra, ~ tr.e document from a remote server.

'

ThesVand ether features and aovanta.es of this

invention are described in or are apparent from the felling

r * the oref erred embodiments,
detailed descript— c. tne pr

„ n ,M .vr ,

RftT-T CZ5CRJPTTQN CF THE uPA^NGS

The ore'-rred embodiments of this invention will b

\ , • ••i-h --f-ence to the following figures,

described in detai-. «iwh --e~-

wherein: . ... a.. er = --cess
-
ig

v •= » block diagram ot an ....e-..e. —
system incorporate the active link status mcicators of this

iaVeRCi°n

;u 2 is a representative display generated by the

25 ^
-M c'f ^his invention, showing a World Wide

Internet access system ot whis *n
^n^- a to1

.

ph a— ve unit status indicators accords to

Web document with av.~/e -"^

this invention; and
rcutine

r* g 3 is a flow chart of a preferred c-...-ol

f„- -he internet access system of this invention.

rffl"-5trates the Internet access sysTem 100 of

'
svstem 100 includes a processor 200. a

this invention. - -e system

cache 300 and a display 400.
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The processor 200 sends data to and receives data
from remote Internet servers 500 over a communication link
210. me processor 200 sends the data to the cache 300 over a
signal line 220, and to the display 400 over a signal

5 line 230.

The processor 200 is programmed with Internet access
software, preferably World Wide Web browsing software, that
has been modified by means of Computer Graphics Interface
scripts to embody the invention. In operation, the processor

10 200 displays the data (e.g., documents) retrieved from the

Internet servers 300 on the display 400.

Fig. Z shows a representative document 4 10 from a

World Wide Web site displayed by the processor ZOO cn the

display 400. The displayed document 4 10 includes a iist of

15 Internet links 420 that are associated with other documents

that are accessible from the Internet servers 500, such as

from the World Wide Web. The Internet links 420 are shown as

text, but they may also be graphical elements.

When a user of the system 100 selects a particular

20 Internet link 420 with a mouse or other input device (not

shown;, the processor 200 retrieves or fetches the document

associated with that Internet link 420. If the user selects a

document that is already stored m the cache 200, the

processor 200 retrieves the document from the cache 300 and

25 displays it on the display 400. If the selected document is

not already stored m the cache 3C0, the processor 200 fetches

the document from the Internet server 500 on which the

document is located and displays the document on the display

400.

30 Each of the Internet links 420 has a link status

indicator 4 30 associated with, but displayed distmctiv from,

the Internet link 420. The visual characteristics (i.e., the

display state! of each link status indicator 430 indicates

whether a copy of the document associated with the
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the

an

la»*
tae cache M o ar,d . second display

docment 1S not s-ore ^ ^ ^ cKht 30 „.

\* the associated dwCJSienu -

5
5 T »lav si-ate is oreferably a white button 440,

The first display s.ate

0„ferably a green button

while the second dispiay state .s p...

450. whlte button 440, the

When the user selec.s ^ ^
onn -etches the associate

0
processor 200 ,etc..e ^ w .

;
... cu .

- son ard stores - - -n u -

internet server -30 an- ^ _.satlM 1S referred as

displays the decuzer... - ^ ^ fs.._ ei

^nce the processor --

•^-fetching. ^<=
_ whita but ,or. 440 associates

decent in the ^
a ^ 45Q .

1S with that document is -hanq
^ ^ _ c:

ta advantage of .ne ... ^
„ th , r ;r provides a use-

this' invention is tnat ...
internet links

, H^ffe-enr documents accessible v.a

several ai«e.en- ^Qge d3C.~en
-
s are

420 with information
^ardm^hi-. ^ user c3,

20 r.ot yet stored m the .ac - ^ bac ,g:ouni

select the documents that a.e ^ ^
?re . f2 t=hir.g,

wane viewi

;
5

;7s;;; worJtin5 «.

By the ti.e the use

„

t5 wlll generally be

that are already cached e ^ wm respQnd

25 available in the cache 300 h
ncn-ca=hed document

more rapidly -;:-
oV;e user wished to display it.

had been fetched a. ....
•

t ^ ,he visual

* "\ Status indicator 430 is used to

characteristics . - -
is stored m the cache

30 ideate whethe r a c P o *
of the lin, status

30C . H0wever, the v sua * ^ iaCesC

^dicator can also be used..- i* ^ 4 , Q

version =f the document associated -

version

, s stored m the cache 300
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In a second embodiment, the link status indicator 430
is set to a third display state, preferably a yellow button,

when the- version of the corresponding document scored in the
cache 300 is not the latest version.

In addition, additional link status indicators can be

used to convey *other information relevant to the user in

deciding whether or net to pre-fetch a document. For example,

an additional link status indicator 4 60 can be used to warn

the user that fetching the associated document will exceed a

predetermined cost budget.

Fig. 2 shows a preferred control routine for the

Internet access system 100 of this invention. The control

routine is iterative, and is performed for every Internet Link

420 displayed by the processor 200 on display 400.

The routine starts at step S200 and proceeds to step

S210, where the control system sets the flag F to zero.

Control then continues to step S220, where the control svstem

determines if the document represented by the Internet link

420 is stored in the cache 3C0. If the document is not stored

in the cache 300, control continues to step S230. Otherwise,

control jumps to step 5240. In step 5230, the control system

sets the link status indicator 4 30 associated with the

document to the third display state. Control then jumps to

step S280.

In step 5240, the control system determines if the

document stored in the cache 300 is the latest version, i.e.,

whether a newer version is available for fetching from the

remote server 500. If the version of the document in the

cache 300 is not the latest version, control continues to step

S250. Otherwise, control jumps to step S260. In step 3250,

the control system sets the link status indicator 430

associated with the document to the second display state.

Control then jumps to step S230.
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In seep S260, the control system sets the flag F to

one." Control then continues to step S270, where the control

system sets the link status indicator 430 associated with the

document to the first display state. Control then continues

to step S290.

In step S280, the control system determines if the

link status indicator 430 has been selected by the user. If

the link status indicator 430 has been selected, control

continues to step S290. Otherwise, the control returns to

0 step 5210 and the routine is repeated for the next status

indicator 430.

In step S290, the control system determines if the

f'as F is set to 1 . If is. centre! returns to step S210.

ri— ""ies to s-ec £120, where the processor
Otherwise, control cOi.^.-jes

200 fetches the document associated with the selected link

status indicator 4 30 from the remote server 500 on which it is

located, and stores the document m the cache 300. Control

then returns to step S210.

The processor 200 is preferably implemented on a

programed General purpose computer. However, it can also be

"inDierr.er.ted on a special purpose computer, a programmed

microprocessor or microcontroller and peripheral integrated

circuit elements, an ASIC cr other integrated circuit, a

na-wir-d electronic cr Logic circuit such as a discreet

25 element circuit, a programmable logic device such as a F?GA,

PLD, PIA or PAL, or the like. In general, any device on which

a --u- s-ate machine capable of implementing the flow cnart

shown m Fig. 3 and capable of fetching a document from the

World Wide Web can be used to implement the processor 200 of

3 0 this invention.

The cache 300 is preferably implemented using s.atic

or dynamic RAM- However, the cache 300 can also be

^...near-d using a floppy disk and disk drive, a writable

5

20
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optical disk and disk drive, a hard drive, flash memory or the

like.

While this invention has been described m
ccnj unction with the specific embodiments outlined above, it

is evident that many alternatives, modifications and
variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art. As

discussed above, the indicator 430 is not limited to the shape

and color shown in the preferred embodiment of Fig. 2.

Accordingly, the preferred embodiments of the invention as set

forth above are intended to be illustrative not ILmitinc.

Various changes may be made without departing from the scirit

and scope of the invention as defined m the following claims.
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WHAT :5 CLAIMED IS :

1. A system for accessing data from a distributive

information network, comprising:

a crocessor that receives data from the

distributive information network;

a memory that stares the data received from

the distributive information network; and

a display that displays the data, at least one

link corresponding to other data accessible from the

distributive information network, and at Least one link

status indicator associated with but distinct from each at

Least one link, visual characteristics c: each link status

indicator conveying information regarding the other data

corresponding to its associated link, the processor

responding to a selection of at least one link status

indicator by retrieving, when the other data is not already

stored m the memory, the other data associated with its

associated link from the distributive .^formation network

and storing the other data in the memory without displaying

the other data on the display.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein, for each at

least one link, the at least one link status indicator is

displayed ad3ace.1t to that link.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the visual char-

acteristics include the color of the link status indicator.

4. The system of claim 1- wherein, for each at

least one link, the visual characteristics of one associated

link status indicator indicates whether the corresponding

other data is stored in the memory.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the one associ-

ated linl status indicator is a first color when the corre-

sponding other data is not stored in the memory and a second

color when the corresponding ether data is stored m the

memorv

.
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5. The system of claim 1, wherein, for each a-
least :ae link, when the corresponding other data is stored
in the memory, the visual characteristics of one associated
link status indicator indicates whether an updated version
of the corresponding other data is available for retrieval
from the distributive information network.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein, for each at
least one link, the visual characteristics of one associated
link status indicator indicates whether fetching the corre-
sponding other data from the distributive information net-
work will exceed a predetermined budget threshold.

5 A method cf accessing and displaying data from
a distributive information network, comprising:

receiving data, from the distributive
information network;

displaying the retrieved data;

displaying at least one link corresponding to

other data accessible from the distributive information
network;

displaying, for each link, at least one link

status indicator associated with but distinct from that

link; and

conveying, for each link, information about

the corresponding other data through visual characteristics
of the at least one associated link status indicator;

wherein, when one of the at least one link

status indicators associated with one cf the at least one

links is selected, the method further comprising:

retrieving the other data corresponding to the

selected link status indicator; and

storing the retrieved other data in a memory

without displaying the retrieved other data.
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9. The method cf claim B, wherein, for each at

least one link, the associated at lease one link status

indicator is displayed adjacent to -hat link.

10. The method of claim 6, wherein the visual char-

5 acteristics include color.

11. The method cf claim S, wherein, for each at

least one link, the visual characteristics of one associated

link status indicator indicates whether the ether data

corresoonding to that link is stored in the memory.

10 12. The method of claim 11, wherein the one associ-

ated link status indicator is a first color when the corre-

sponding other data is not stored m memory and a second

color when the c= r responding other cata is stereo i., the

memory

.

1S 13 . The method cf claim S, wherein, for each at

least one link, when the corresponding ether data is stored

i„Ve memory, the visual characteristics cf one associated

link status indicator indicates whether an updated version

of the corresponding other data is available fcr retrieval

f-om the distributive information network.

1 4 -he method cf. claim a, wherein, fcr eacn at

Wst one link, the visual characteristics of one associated

link status indicator indicates whether fetching the corre-

sooncmg other data from the distributive information net-

work will exceed a predetermined budget threshold.

20
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FIG. 2
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FIG. 3
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